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Abstract

The effects of fuel and air stream dilution (ASD) with carbon dioxide on the suppression of normal and microgravity laminar

methane–air partially premixed coflow jet flames were experimentally and numerically investigated. Experiments were conducted both in

our normal-gravity laboratory and at the NASA Glenn Research Center 2.2 s drop tower. Measurements included flame topology and

liftoff heights of diluted flames, critical diluent mole fractions for flame blowout, and the radiant heat loss from flames. The flames were

also simulated using an axisymmetric unsteady numerical code that utilizes detailed chemistry and transport models. In addition,

counterflow flame simulation results were used to examine similitude between the counterflow and coflow flame suppression, and further

characterize the effectiveness of fuel stream versus ASD on flame extinction. A smaller relative fuel stream dilution (FSD) extinguishes

partially premixed flames (PPFs) with increasing premixing as compared to dilution of the air stream. Conversely, smaller ASD is

required to extinguish PPFs as they become less premixed and approach nonpremixed (NP) behavior. Fuel stream diluted PPFs and air

stream diluted NP flames extinguish primarily through a reactant dilution effect while fuel stream diluted NP flames and air stream

diluted PPF are extinguished primarily by a thermal cooling effect. Normal gravity flames lift off and blow out with a smaller diluent

mole fraction than microgravity flames. The difference between the fuel and ASD effectiveness increases as the gravitational acceleration

is reduced. Radiation heat losses are observed to increase with increasing diluent mole fraction and decreasing gravity.

r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Halons are excellent fire suppressants. However, concern
over the catalytic destruction of ozone by chlorines,
bromines and fluorines released into the atmosphere has
lead to a ban on the production of halon fire suppressants
through the Montréal Protocol [1]. Consequently, scientists
have been actively exploring halon alternatives that are
both environmentally benign and pose a minimum threat
to human well being in confined spaces. A variety of
chemically active alternatives to halons have been proposed
including gaseous fluoromethanes [2] and fluoroethanes [3]
as well as various powders [4] and aerosols. Binary agents
e front matter r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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which combine the effectiveness of chemically active
suppressants mixed with inert gases have also been found
quite effective in suppressing flames [5]. However, none of
these chemically active agents explicitly fulfills the dual
criteria of human safety and being environmentally benign.
Consequently, a variety of inert fire suppressants have been
investigated, such as water mists [6] and inert gases [7].
Water mists are successfully used in terrestrial applications,
but their use in space-based applications is improbable due
to water delivery issues as well as the isolation and cleanup
of excess water. Therefore, for many applications, the use
of an inert gaseous fire suppression agent such as CO2 is
currently the most tractable solution.
It is also important to note that CO2 is substantially less

effective than a chemical agent such as CF3Br. Bundy and
Hamins reported that for air stream dilution (ASD) of
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Nomenclature

f equivalence ratio
fst stoichiometric mixture fraction
wR radiant fraction
PPF partially premixed flame
NPF nonpremixed flame
FSD fuel stream dilution

ASD air stream dilution
1�g normal gravity
m�g microgravity
r density
as strain rate
V1 fuel stream velocity
V2 air stream velocity
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nonpremixed (NP) counterflow flames, CF3Br is an order
of magnitute more effective than CO2 on volume basis [8],
while for fuel stream dilution (FSD), CF3Br is twice as
effective. However, chemically active suppressants, such as
CF3Br, are not used for fire suppression applications due to
the health and safety reasons noted earlier.

A large volume of work exists on the effect of fire
suppression agents on flames. Extinction of premixed
flames has been investigated because the overall reaction
rate, heat release and heat and mass transport can be
characterized by a single overall parameter, namely, the
laminar burning velocity. This has provided a wealth of
information which characterizes the decrease in the laminar
burning velocity due to (1) radical scavenging in the case of
chemically active suppressants [2,3], and (2) through
thermodynamic cooling for physically acting, e.g., inert
gaseous suppressants [9–11].

Laboratory scale testing of fire suppressants has largely
considered the suppressant influence on laminar NP flames
since such flames closely mimic the behavior of real fires.
NP flame studies have generally involved the suppression
of counterflow [8] and cup burner flames [7]. A cup burner
or NP jet flame extinguishes through a ‘blow out’
mechanism which decreases the reactivity of the flame base
with increasing oxidizer stream dilution [7,12]. In contrast,
counterflow flames extinguish through the weakening of
the reaction zone that is caused by the dilution of the
oxidizer stream. [7,8]. Although these extinction mechan-
isms appear to be different, counterflow flames have been
considered as the limiting case for low stretch jet flames
[8,13,14]. Prior to blow out, NP jet flames lift above the
burner causing partial premixing of the fuel and air
upstream of the flame. This leads to the formation of a
partially premixed flame region at the NP flame base.
Therefore, it is important to characterize the extinction of
partially premixed flames (PPFs) in addition to that of
premixed and NP flames.

PPFs are hybrid flames that exhibit the characteristics of
both premixed and NP flames [15–17]. Therefore, their
extinguishment is not completely described by those for the
premixed and NP flame paradigms. A PPF containing
multiple reaction zones can be produced by bringing a
stream of a fuel rich mixture in contact with air or a fuel
lean mixture stream. The spatial variation between the
various reaction zones is influenced by the fuel/air
equivalence ratio f in the two jets and the overall
hydrodynamics. These reaction zones exhibit the charac-
teristics of either a premixed or a NP flame. For example, a
‘double’ flame with two reaction zones, a RP zone and a
NP zone, is produced by placing a fuel rich (f41) jet in
contact with an air jet (f ¼ 0). Similarly, a small premixed
region can develop due to upstream mixing at the base of a
lifted, diluted, NP flame. Consequently, the propagation
and stabilization of this lifted NP flame can then be
characterized through a laminar burning velocity, which is
also important for the stabilization and extinction of PPFs
[18,19].
The most effective location to introduce inert fire

suppression agents for NP flames is into their air stream
[7,12], while FSD is more effective for premixed flames [20].
The existence of multiple reaction zones in PPFs produces
different influences of the FSD and ASD. This is due to the
varying importance of the premixed and NP reaction zones
that in turn depend upon the local and global values of f.
In a previous study we have shown that for a PPF for
which fo2U0, FSD is more effective at suppressing the
flame than ASD. Conversely when f42U0, ASD is more
effective [21]. The suppression of PPFs is dependent on the
flame structure, which can be changed by varying the
partial premixing and the buoyant acceleration [22,23].
Herein, we extend this work to examine how changing the
gravitational acceleration affects the relative effectiveness
of FSD and ASD in suppressing flames that are established
with different levels of partial premixing.
Reducing the gravitational acceleration decreases the

advective flow velocity and the flame stretch at the flame
base, increases the residence time of the hot gases and,
consequently, the radiative heat transfer from the flame
[7,11,19,22,24,25]. Katta et al. investigated the effect of
gravity on the suppression of methane–air cup burner
flames by CO2 [7]. They showed that a larger CO2 volume
fraction is required in microgravity (m�g) to destabilize the
flame base and subsequently blow out a NP methane–air
flame than in normal gravity (1�g). Other fundamental
studies have considered the microgravity behavior of
spherical [11,24,25] and counterflow flames [26]. However,
these did not consider the suppression of partially
premixed combustion.
The major objective of this experimental and numerical

study is to characterize the effect of gravity on the relative
effectiveness of FSD versus ASD in suppressing CO2-
diluted partially premixed and NP methane–air flames
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established in coflowing jets. A summary of experimental
and numerical findings in the form of critical mole fraction
for extinction is presented in Table 1. Experiments were
conducted both in our normal-gravity laboratory and at
the NASA Glenn Research Center 2.2 s drop tower. Flame
liftoff heights at different levels of FSD and ASD as well as
the critical CO2 mole fractions required for flame blowout
were measured. In addition, the radiation heat transfer
from the flames was measured in order to characterize the
effect of gravity and CO2 dilution on flame radiation. The
flames were also simulated using an axisymmetric unsteady
numerical code that utilizes a detailed chemical kinetics
mechanism. In addition, counterflow flame simulation
results were used to examine similitude between the
counterflow and coflow flame suppression, and to char-
acterize the effects of fuel stream versus ASD on the
burning rate and flame suppression.
2. Methodology

2.1. Experimental methodology

Experiments were conducted on partially premixed
laminar coflowing methane-air jet flames. Two-dimen-
Table 1

Summary of extinction results in terms of the critical CO2 mole fraction

for the extinction of fuel stream diluted (FSD), and air stream diluted

(ASD) coflow and counterflow flames

f ¼ 1.5 f ¼ 2.25 f ¼N

FSD ASD FSD ASD FSD ASD

1�g coflow XCO2
0.10 0.30 0.15 0.17 0.11 0.40

m�g coflow XCO2
0.12 0.35 0.16 0.20 0.12 0.50

Counterflow as ¼ 100 s�1 XCO2
0.24 0.42 0.34 0.29 0.71 0.14

Counterflow as ¼ 200 s�1 XCO2
0.18 0.34 0.24 0.20 0.61 0.09

10.59 
1.09 

Dimensions
in mm

Rich Fuel/Air Mixture and Fuel 

Stream Dilution with Diluent

Air and Air Stream 

Dilution with Diluent

Fig. 1. Experimental setup: schematic diagram of coannular burner used for ex

1�g and m�g experiments.
sional axisymmetric flames were established on a coflow
burner that is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. This flame
configuration is somewhat similar to the Burke–Schumann
flames [27,28]. The burner consists of two annular tubes.
The inner tube has an inner diameter of 11.1mm with a
wall thickness of 1mm while the outer tube has an inner
diameter of 22.2mm. Several fine mesh screens are inserted
into the burner annuli as well as over the face of the burner
to develop a plug flow profile at the burner exit. For the
cases presented here the inner fuel jet velocity, as well as the
coflow air velocities were held at 50 cm/s in order to reduce
shear layer effects. The 1�g and m�g experiments were
both performed in our drop rig. It is a flexible self-
contained laboratory platform [19,22], an image of which is
provided in Fig. 1.
There were two onboard gas bottles that hold the

(diluted) fuel and air stream mixtures that were prepared
prior to each experiment. The flow was regulated by two
MKS mass flow controllers which are accurate to within
71% of full scale flow. The ignition timing and flow
initiation were coordinated by an onboard Tattletales

microcontroller and DDAQ system. For microgravity
experiments, the gases were premixed in the storage bottles.
The rig was loaded into a drop shield and lifted to the top
of the drop tower. Once at the top of the tower, all of the
rig settings were checked and remote control connections
made. The flame was ignited and allowed to stabilize in
1�g as the igniter was retracted. Subsequently, the rig was
released and experienced approximately 2.2 s of micro-
gravity.
Visual images of the flames were taken using a

640� 480 pixel CCD camera mounted in the rig. Video
recording was at 30 fps by a MiniDV recorder mounted in
the drop tower. A fiber optic cable attached to the rig ran
the length of the drop tower to relay the video signal to
the recorder. The uncertainty in visual measurements of
flame liftoff heights was E10%. Chemiluminescence
 

periments (left), and an image of VT-UIC-NASA Drop Rig (right) used for
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measurements were made for C2* at 1�g only (due to
spatial restrictions in the m�g rig) with an Andor iStar
intensified CCD camera using a bandpass filter of
470710 nm wavelength. Radiation measurements were
made in 1�g with a thermopile type radiometer. This
radiometer has a time constant of a second and requires
water cooling (so it could also not be effectively utilized in
m�g). The radiometer has a field of view of 1501 and was
placed 75mm away from the flame to characterize the
global radiation from the entire flame.
NP 

RP 

LP 

RP 

NP 

Fig. 2. Comparison of C2* chemiluminescence images (left) and predicted

heat release rate contours (right) for the undiluted XCO2
¼ 0:0 and 10%

CO2-diluted XCO2
¼ 0:10 PPFs established at f ¼ 2.25. The RP,

nonpremixed, and lean premixed reactions zones are represented by RP,

NP, and LP, respectively. The velocity vectors are also shown for the

computed flames.
2.2. Numerical methodology

The computational model is based on the algorithm
developed by Katta et al. [29] and the simulation method is
described elsewhere [16,22,30]. It solves the time-dependent
governing equations for unsteady reacting flows in an
axisymmetric configuration, i.e.,

qðrFÞ
qt
þ

qðruFÞ
qz
þ

qðrvFÞ
qr
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q
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Here, t denotes the time, and u and v represent the axial (z)
and radial (r) velocity components, respectively. The
general form of the equation represents conservation of
mass, momentum, species, or energy conservation equa-
tion, depending on the variable used for F. The diffusive
transport coefficient GF and source terms SF appearing in
the equation are provided in Table 1 of Ref. [16].
Introducing the overall species conservation equation and
the state equation completes the set of equations. In
addition, a sink term based on an optically thin gas
assumption is included in the energy equation to account
for thermal radiation from the flame [31]. The sink term
due to the radiation heat loss is expressed as qrad ¼

�4sKpðT
4 � T4

0Þ [31], where T denotes the local flame
temperature. The term Kp accounts for the absorption and
emission from the participating gaseous species (CO2, H2O,
CO, and CH4) and is expressed as Kp ¼ P

P
k X kKp;k;

where Kp,k denotes the mean absorption coefficient of the
kth species. The methane–air chemistry is modeled using a
detailed mechanism that considers 24 species and 81
elementary reactions [32]. This mechanism has been
verified with this numerical method for premixed flame
speeds and both NP and partially premixed flame
structures [16,30,33,34].

A computational domain of 150� 100mm2 was utilized
in the axial (z) and radial (r) directions, respectively. A
nonuniform staggered grid of 401� 101 grid points was
used. This grid was found to be sufficiently refined by
sequentially increasing the number of grid points and
observing negligible change in the flame shape, structure,
and other flame characteristics. The flame was simulated
on the same burner shown in Fig. 1 with a nearly flat
burner exit velocity profile which was empirically matched
to the experiment. Boundary conditions of symmetry
(symmetric axis), outflow (top and outer boundaries),
and inflow (base of the domain where gases entered) were
used to surround the domain. The top and outer
boundaries were situated sufficiently far from the flame
to minimize their effect on the simulation. The axisym-
metric model has previously been validated against
experimental data for a variety of steady and unsteady
laminar methane-air flames, including opposed-jet diffu-
sion flames [7], burner-stabilized [15,17,30], lifted [7,35],
and both normal and microgravity flames [7,19,22,30,36].
Counterflow flame simulations were conducted using the
Chemkin OPDIFF code [37] with the GRI Mech 3.0
chemical kinetics [38]. These simulations were conducted
with a separation distance l ¼ 25.4mm.The counterflow
flame was centered between the two burner nozzles by
balancing the momentum of the opposing flows. The global
strain rate as ¼ 2 V 2j j=l½1þ ð V 1j j

ffiffiffiffiffi
r1
p

= V 2j j
ffiffiffiffiffi
r2
p
Þ� was main-

tained at as ¼ 100 s�1 [28]. The fuel stream and air stream
nozzle velocities are V1 and V2, respectively.
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 compares the 1�g C�2 chemiluminescence images
with the predicted heat release rate contours and velocity
vectors for an undiluted and a CO2-diluted ðXCO2

¼ 0:10Þ
PPF established at f ¼ 2.25. The C�2 chemiluminescence
images have been tomographically inverted by use of the
Abel inversion [39]. The locations of the various reaction
zones and flame liftoff height are predicted reasonably well
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by the numerical model. Both the 1�g simulations and
measurements exhibited well-organized oscillations that
are induced by buoyant acceleration. The oscillation
frequency observed in the experiments ranges between
10–15Hz, while the simulated flames oscillate at frequen-
cies ranging between 8–10Hz. However, the video images
were recorded at 30Hz, and, therefore, the frequency was
poorly resolved in the measurements. In addition, the
oscillation frequency was found to be relatively insensitive
to f, while the oscillation amplitude was found to increase
with increasing f. More detailed discussion about this
aspect has been reported in our previous studies [19,23,40].
Because of these buoyancy induced oscillations, care was
taken to compare flames at the same phase angle in 1�g.
The 1�g undiluted PPF is burner-attached, and, as
expected, has a double flame structure [15,23,41,42],
containing a rich premixed zone (RP) on the inside and a
NP zone outside. Both the measured and predicted flames
exhibit this double flame structure, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In
contrast the corresponding 1�g diluted PPF is lifted above
the burner rim and exhibits a triple flame structure at its
base, containing a lean premixed (LP) reaction zone in
addition to RP and NP. The locations of the three reaction
zones, RP, NP, and LP are indicated in Fig. 2(b). Dilution
induced lifting of the flame initiates mixing of additional
air into the fuel stream [18,40] creating a triple flame
structure (containing RP, NP, and LP reaction zones as
seen through both the C2* image and the simulation. This
is a significant feature of such lifted PPFs [15,18,41].

Fig. 3 presents flame images, and simulated heat release
rate contours and velocity vectors for 1�g PPFs estab-
lished at f ¼ 2.25 with both fuel and ASD. The
corresponding m�g flames are presented in Fig. 4.
Tomographically, inverted flames have been presented in
Fig. 2 in order to provide a validation of our numerical
model. The flame images shown in Figs. 3 and 4, however,
are direct visual images which have not been deconvoluted.
Nevertheless, there is generally agreement between mea-
surements and simulations for the flames depicted in
Figs. 3 and 4. As the PPF is diluted in either the fuel or
air stream it slowly lifts off from the burner rim until
XCO2

¼ 0:10: Upon further dilution it rapidly moves away
from the burner until blow off occurs. There is little
difference in the liftoff height between fuel and ASD for the
flames shown in Figs. 3 and 4. More significant differences
are observed for flames approaching either full premixing
(f ¼ 1) or the NP limit as will be seen later. Despite the
similarity in liftoff height, FSD and ASD of the flames
induce different changes in the flame structure. With FSD
the RP and NP reaction zones merge to a greater degree
than with ASD. This can be attributed to the fact that with
FSD, the RP zone weakens and shifts towards the NP
zone. The m�g flames (cf. Fig. 4) are steady because
buoyancy induced oscillations are absent. They are
established closer to the burner than their 1�g counter-
parts (cf. Fig. 3) due to the effective reduction of the
advection flow velocities. Buoyancy induced entrainment is
reduced in m�g producing a flame which is both wider and
longer [7,22].

3.1. Flame liftoff and blowout

Fig. 5 presents the measured and predicted flame liftoff
heights with respect to the CO2 mole fraction in the fuel
and air streams for both 1�g and m�g flames. Both the
measured and the predicted liftoff heights and blowout
conditions are presented for flames established at f ¼ 1.5,
2.25 (PPFs) and N (NPF).1 Generally good agreement is
observed between the experiments and simulations. Both
the fuel and air stream diluted flame liftoff heights as well
as the critical CO2 mole fractions at blowout are reason-
ably well predicted. The quantitative agreement between
experimental and numerical liftoff heights deteriorates
near blow out. The differences are attributed to the
unsteadiness of the 1�g near extinction as well as the
experimental uncertainties pertaining to the diluent mole
fraction. The flame liftoff height is very sensitive to XCO2

near blow out. Additionally, uncertainties in flow bound-
ary condition along with the sensitivity of the simulation to
presence of the isothermal insert [15] contribute to the
differences.
The undiluted NPF is lifted and stabilized downstream

of the burner rim while the undiluted PPFs are stabilized
on the burner rim. With FSD, the liftoff height of the NPF
first gradually increases followed by more rapid liftoff until
blowout occurs. In contrast, both measurements and
simulations indicate that the f ¼ 1.5, and 2.25 PPFs first
liftoff from the burner rim due to local dilution-induced
extinction [18]. PPFs lifted due to FSD liftoff much more
rapidly than the NPF. Consequently, their liftoff heights
exceed that of the NPF and the fuel stream diluent mole
fractions required for their extinction (through blowout)
are significantly smaller than that required for the
extinction of the NPF.
The variation of the liftoff height with XCO2

as well as
the critical diluent mole fraction at blowout strongly
depend on the level of partial premixing, and whether the
diluent is added to the fuel stream or air stream. For FSD
(ASD), as the level of partial premixing is decreased, i.e., as
f is increased, the flame liftoff height decreases (increases)
for a given diluent mole fraction, and the critical diluent
mole fraction required for extinction increases (decreases).
The predicted 1�g fuel stream CO2 dilutions required for
blowout of the flames corresponding to Fig. 5 at f ¼ 1.5,
2.25 and N are XCO2

¼ 0:12; 0:16; and 0.41, respectively.
The predicted 1�g ASD required for flame blowout at
f ¼ 1.5, 2.25 and N are 0.30, 0.18, and 0.12, respectively.
The critical diluent mole fractions for blow out are listed in
Table 1. This shows that NPFs are more difficult to
extinguish than PPFs with FSD whereas PPFs are more
difficult to extinguish with ASD [21].
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Fig. 3. Comparison of predicted heat release rate contours (right) with measured luminosity contours (left) for normal gravity fuel stream (top) and air

stream (bottom) CO2-diulted XCO2
¼ 0:0; 0:05; 0:10; 0:15 PPFs established at f ¼ 2.25. Velocity vectors are also shown for the simulated flames.
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Another important observation from Table 1 and Figs. 4
and 5 is that both air and FSDs produce similar liftoff
heights and critical CO2 mole fractions for PPFs estab-
lished at f ¼ 2.25. This indicates that the f ¼ 2.25 case is
equally susceptible to fuel and ASD and in this respect lies
midway between the fully premixed and NP conditions.

Gravitational effects on flame suppression can also be
deduced from the results presented Table 2 and Fig. 5. In
general, as gravity is reduced, the flame liftoff decreases
due to the decrease in buoyant acceleration, and the critical
agent mole fraction required for flame blowout (extinction)
increases, which is primarily due to the combined effect of
reduced buoyant acceleration and increased radiative heat
loss from the flame. Perhaps a more important observation
in the context of the present study is that the effect of
gravity on the flame liftoff height and extinction depends
on the level of partial premixing and whether the
suppressant is added to the fuel stream or air stream. For
FSD, the effect of gravity becomes more pronounced as the
level of partial premixing is reduced, i.e., as f is increased
from the premixed limit to the NP limit. In contrast, for
ASD, the gravitational effect becomes more pronounced as
the level of partial premixing is increased, i.e., as f is
reduced from the NP limit to the premixed limit. In
addition, the difference between the relative effects of fuel
stream and ASDs on flame liftoff and blowout is increased
going from 1�g to m�g. For instance, at f ¼ 1.5, the
critical CO2 mole fraction for FSD is XCO2

¼ 0:10 in 1�g

and XCO2
¼ 0:12 in m�g. The critical CO2 mole fraction for

ASD is XCO2
¼ 0:30 in 1�g and XCO2

¼ 0:35 in m�g. The
differences between the fuel and ASDs at 1�g and m�g for
the three cases presented in Fig. 5 are listed in Table 2.
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XCO2
 = 0 0.05 0.10 0.15

XCO2
 = 0 0.05 0.10 0.15

Fig. 4. Comparison of predicted heat release rate contours (right) with measured luminosity contours (left) for microgravity fuel stream (top) and air

stream (bottom) CO2-diulted XCO2
¼ 0:0; 0:05; 0:10; 0:15 PPFs established at f ¼ 2.25. Velocity vectors are also shown for the simulated flames. Flame

tips are cropped due to the limited extent of the experimental images.
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3.2. Similarity of coflow and counterflow flames

Low strain rate counterflow flames have been shown to
extinguish at nearly the same critical diluent mole fraction
as low velocity jet flames [7,8,18]. Fig. 6 utilizes this
similarity and presents state relationships in terms of major
reactant and product species (CH4, O2, H2O, and CO2),
and ‘‘intermediate’’ fuel species (H2 and CO) profiles with
respect to the mixture fraction [43,44] for coflow flames
established at f ¼ 1.5, 2.25, andN and counterflow flames
established at a global strain rate of 100 s�1 and f ¼ 1.5,
2.25, and 10. The counterflow flame corresponding to the
undiluted NP coflow flame is established at f ¼ 10 because
the coflow flame is slightly lifted above the burner, which
causes additional mixing upstream of the flame, producing
a nearly merged PPF structure at the flame base [18]. The
coflow species profiles are presented for an axial position
2mm above the flame base. The stoichiometric mixture
fraction, fst indicated in the figure represents the flame
location.

Despite their different configurations, there is agreement
in the scalar profiles for the coflow and counterflow flames.
Both types of PPFs established at f ¼ 1.5 exhibit a double-
flame structure (cf. Fig. 6). The PPF established at
f ¼ 2.25 and the NPF also show a similar flame structure
in terms of the relative locations of the consumption of
reactants and the peak intermediate species. As the partial
premixing decreases (i.e., f increases from 1.5 to N), the
stoichiometric mixture fraction decreases from fst ¼ 0.68 to
0.055 and the RP zone moves from the fuel to the air side.
Generally there is better agreement between the coflow and
counterflow scalar profiles on the lean side of the flame
compared to that on the rich side. The differences on the
rich side may be attributable to the different chemistry
models used for simulating the coflow and counterflow
flames. However, considering that the coflow scalar profiles
are plotted only at one axial location, the results exhibit
fairly good similarity between the structures of coflow and
counterflow flames plotted with respect to the mixture
fraction.
A comparison of counterflow flame extinction and

coflow flame blow out is presented in Fig. 7. Here, the
critical diluent mole fraction for extinction for fuel and air
stream diluted counterflow flames is presented versus
inverse equivalence ratio, f�1, at two strain rates
as ¼ 100 and 200 s�1. The simulated critical diluent mole
fractions for fuel and air stream diluted coflow flame
blowout are also presented for both 1�g and m�g. We see
that PPFs are more easily extinguished with FSD whereas
the NPF responds to ASD. The efficacy of fuel or ASD
changes at fst ¼ 0.5. This is a transition point because the
deficient reactant represents the reactant stream in which
dilution becomes the determining factor as to whether fuel
or ASD is more effective from the perspective of extinction
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Fig. 5. Measured (solid lines) and predicted (dashed lines) liftoff height
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and air (closed symbols) stream diluted, normal gravity (squares) and

microgravity (circles) coflow PPFs (at f ¼ 1.5, and 2.25) and NPF. The

blowout conditions are also shown.

Table 2

Difference between critical CO2 mole fractions for fuel and air stream

dilution at 1�g and m�g

1�g m�g

XCO2
XCO2

f ¼ 1.5

FSD 0.10 0.12

ASD 0.30 0.35

DXCO2
0.20 0.23

f ¼ 2.25

FSD 0.15 0.16

ASD 0.17 0.20

DXCO2
0.02 0.04

f ¼N

FSD 0.11 0.40

ASD 0.12 0.55

DXCO2
0.01 0.15
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[21]. Therefore, for fsto0.5, ASD is more effective since air
(oxidizer) is the deficient reactant, while for fst40.5, FSD is
more effective since fuel is the deficient reactant.

There are different mechanisms for flame extinction
[7,8,45] including: (1) chemical quenching of the flame by
radical scavenging as in the case of chemically active
suppressants such as halon; (2) thermodynamic cooling of
the flame by the diluent heat capacity; and (3) reducing the
reactant concentration by introducing a diluent [45].
Because CO2 is for the most part chemically inert [46], its
important suppression effects are through thermal cooling
and dilution. Based on observation that the more effective
dilution delivery is always in the deficient reactant stream,
we conclude for both counterflow and coflow flames,
suppression by dilution in addition to thermal cooling is
more effective than thermal cooling alone [21].
Fig. 7 includes 1�g and m�g results for coflow flames.

The difference in the critical values of XCO2
between 1�g

and m�g at blowout is a function of the equivalence ratio.
For FSD, as f decreases (or f�1 increases) the difference
between 1�g and m�g results also decreases, since the
flame becomes less dependent upon oxygen transport.
As the flame becomes more dependent on oxygen trans-
port when f increases, it is more susceptible to ASD.
The difference between the 1�g and m�g results is largest
towards the fully premixed condition for ASD (f decreas-
ing) and minimum towards the NP limit. NP for 1�g

and m�g flames shows little difference in terms of the
critical CO2 mole fraction with ASD. The effect of a
change in the gravitational acceleration is small depending
on the diluent delivery location. There is only a small
difference between 1�g and m�g PPFs for FSD at near
stoichiometric conditions, and when NPFs are subjected
to ASD.

3.3. Effects of fuel and ASD on flame structure

The merging of the RP and NP reaction zones with FSD
of a PPF depicted in Fig. 3 is indicative of CO2-induced
suppression. When the fuel stream is diluted the RP zone
moves closer to the NP zone. As the value of XCO2

is
increased further, PPFs transition from a double to a
merged flame structure near extinction. Conversely, as the
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air stream of the PPF is diluted, the RP and NP zones
maintain their separation until nearly blow out conditions.

The reason lies in the different extinguishment mechan-
isms for premixed [11] and NP [7,8,12] flames. FSD can be
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Fig. 7. Critical CO2 mole fraction, required for the extinction of fuel and

air stream diluted coflow and counterflow flames, plotted as a function of

inverse equivalence ratio, f�1, and stoichiometric mixture fraction, fs. The

squares represent results of the normal gravity coflow flames and the

circles represent the corresponding microgravity flames. Closed and open

symbols represent, respectively, results for the fuel stream and air stream

diluted coflow flames.
expected to have a larger influence on the RP reaction zone
due to thermally cooling, dilution of the deficient reactant
(fuel), and reduction of the laminar flame speed SL. This
causes the RP zone to move downstream and closer to the
NP zone. A similar merging of the reaction zones is
observed for counterflow flames. Fig. 8 illustrates the
reduction in SL with XCO2

for fuel and ASD in the context
of two counterflow PPFs established at f ¼ 1.5 and 2.25.
It was shown earlier that for f smaller than E2.0 or

when fst is larger than E0.5, FSD of a PPF is more
effective than ASD. Therefore it is to be expected that FSD
of a f ¼ 1.5 flame will have a greater relative influence on
SL than for a f ¼ 2.25 flame, as seen in Fig. 8. The flame
speed also decreases with ASD but much more slowly due
to two reasons. First, the transport of the air stream CO2 to
the RP zone is slow, and second it acts primarily to
thermally cool the flame in this context without inducing a
significant dilution effect. The flame speeds for a f ¼ 2.25
PPF decrease linearly with both fuel and ASD. This again
illustrates the near equal effect of fuel and ASD on this
Fig. 6. State relationships in terms of scalar profiles at the relative axial

location of z ¼ (LLE+2)mm, where LLE indicates the liftoff height, with

respect to mixture fraction (f) for the coflow PPFs (at f ¼ 1.5, and 2.25)

and NPF (f ¼N). Analogous steady counterflow partially premixed

flames at f ¼ 1.5, 2.25, and 10 with a global strain rate of 100 s�1 are also

shown for comparison with the coflow PPFs and NPF, respectively. The

solid black and dashed blue lines represent results for the coflow and

counterflow flames, respectively. The vertical dashed line represents the

stoichiometric mixture fraction (fs).
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Fig. 8. Stretched flame speed (SL) plotted as a function of fuel and air

stream diluent mole fraction,XCO2
, for counterflow PPFs established at

f ¼ 1.5 and f ¼ 2.25. Solid and dashed lines represent air and fuel stream

dilution of the flame, respectively.
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flame. The merger of the RP and NP zones with FSD is
caused by the larger effect of FSD on SL.
3.4. Effect of CO2 diluent on radiation from the flame

Fig. 9 presents the radiant fraction wR, as a function of
XCO2

for coflow PPFs established at f ¼ 2.25 at 1�g and
m�g with fuel and ASDs. The radiant fraction is defined as
the ratio the radiant heat transfer rate from the flame to the
surroundings _Qrad to the total heat released by the flame,
_mFDhc, i.e., wR ¼

_Qrad= _mFDhc [28]. It indicates the relative
importance of radiant heat transfer from a flame. The
experimental measurements of wR for FSD at 1�g are
reasonably well predicted by the simulations as shown in
Fig. 9. An offset of wRE0.05 in the figure is attributed to
discrepancies between the measurement techniques and the
numerical calculations. As CO2 is introduced into either
the fuel or the air stream of a flame at 1�g the radiant
fraction increases. For a m�g flame there is a wRE0.20
increase that is independent of the quantity of diluent and
where it is introduced. The change in wR with g is due to the
increased residence time in m�g resulting from the absence
of buoyant acceleration [7,22]. As XCO2

is increased, the
increase in wR for ASD is larger than that for FSD, and
these differences becomes more pronounced at higher
dilutions. The difference in wR for fuel and air stream
diluted flames is due to the amount of diluent being
introduced. Since the coflowing annulus of the burner has a
larger area, a larger amount of CO2 is introduced for ASD
compared to that for FSD for the same value of XCO2

.
Because the introduction of CO2 increases wR there are

two coupled considerations for fire safety. The increased wR
is generally a beneficial effect since it further enhances
cooling of the flame in addition to that caused by the
thermal capacity of the diluent. However, dilution of the
deficient reactant is a more dominant mean of flame
suppression than the thermal capacity of the diluent. Since
ASD leads to greater radiant heat loss, while FSD is more
effective in suppressing PPFs, the increased radiation is
unlikely to contribute significantly to the extinguishment of
PPFs. On the other hand, the flame is more likely to spread
to the surroundings due to enhanced radiation. Conse-
quently, it is especially important to take into account the
radiation effect when analyzing fire suppression in m�g,
which may contain regions of partial premixing.

4. Conclusions

We have presented an experimental and numerical
investigation of the gravitational effects on the suppression
of fuel and air stream diluted partially premixed methane-
air flames using CO2 as the agent. Experiments were
conducted both in our normal-gravity laboratory and at
the NASA Glenn Research Center 2.2 s drop tower.
Measurements included flame topology and liftoff heights
of diluted flames, critical diluent mole fractions for flame
blowout, and the radiant heat loss from flames. The flames
were also simulated using an axisymmetric unsteady
numerical code that utilizes detailed chemistry and trans-
port models. In addition, counterflow flame simulation
results were used to examine similitude between the
counterflow and coflow flame suppression, and further
characterize the effectiveness of fuel stream versus ASD on
flame extinction.
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There is generally good agreement between the measured
and predicted flame topologies and liftoff heights for
various levels of partial premixing and air stream and
FSDs under both 1�g and m�g conditions. The critical
CO2 mole fractions required for the extinction (blowout) of
both 1�g and m�g flames are also fairly well predicted.

The undiluted NPF is lifted and stabilized downstream
of the burner rim while the corresponding PPFs are
stabilized on the burner rim. With FSD, the liftoff height
of the NPF first gradually increases followed by more rapid
liftoff until blowout occurs. The corresponding PPFs liftoff
much more rapidly, i.e., their liftoff heights exceed that of
the NPF, and extinguish (through blowout) at smaller CO2

mole fractions than that required for the extinction of
NPF. In contrast, with ASD, the NPF is lifted higher than
PPFs, and extinguish at smaller CO2 mole fraction than
that required for the extinction of PPFs. Thus FSD is more
effective in extinguishing PPFs, while ASD is more
effective in extinguishing NPFs.

For fuel stream diluted PPFs, the critical agent mole
fraction required for extinction increases as the level of
partial premixing is decreased (or f is increased), while for
air stream diluted PPFs, the critical agent mole fraction
decreases as f is increased. A more detailed analysis
indicates that there is transition between the efficacy of
FSD and ASD in extinguishing flames at different levels of
partial premixing. This transition can be characterized in
terms of the stoichiometric mixture fraction (fst) value of
E0.5. Thus, for fst o0.5, oxidizer is the deficient reactant
and ASD is more effective in flame extinguishment, while
fst40.5, fuel is the deficient reactant and FSD is more
effective in flame extinguishment. Therefore, the more
effective agent delivery is in the deficient reactant stream.

As gravity is reduced, the flame liftoff height decreases
while the critical agent mole fraction required for flame
extinguishment increases. This is due to the combined
effect of reduced buoyant acceleration and increased
radiation heat loss from the flame. As f is increased, the
effect of gravity on the critical agent mole fraction for
extinction becomes more pronounced for FSD, and less
pronounced for ASD. Therefore, the difference between
the effectiveness of FSD and ASD is increased in the
absence of buoyancy.

Despite their different configurations, the scalar profiles
of coflow and counterflow flames exhibit similarity with
respect to mixture fraction. This implies similarity in the
extinction behavior of coflow and counterflow flames,
which is confirmed by the computational results.

While radiation heat loss from the flame increases as the
gravitational acceleration is reduced and the CO2 mole
fraction is increased, it exhibits greater sensitive to the
former.
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